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Communications from the Front Line

Patient surveys: An absolute must for a healthy oncology practice
In the past, patient surveys were
optional.

sampling error is closer to ± 8 percent.
Next, choose a distribution option

from these patients as indicators of
your practice’s strengths.

other oncologists.
So what to do with your survey

— either handed to arriving patients,

“Fair” and “poor” responses suggest

scores? Try a pizza lunch with every

medical marketplace where patients

or mailed to a list of patients seen re-

patients who are dissatisfied with some

member of your office — they’re all

are more demanding, workloads are

cently. Both methods produce reliable

aspect of your services. They’re not

on the team, and their buy-in will be

heavier and health plans are surveying

data, but mailing adds considerable

loyal, and they don’t compliment you

needed for your improvement plan to

their members every year — knowing

cost for postage.

to their family doctor or friends.

succeed. Review the survey data, find

But today — in a highly competitive

As a result, most smaller practices

You can see which questions these
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how you stand with your patients and
referring physicians is an indispensable

choose to distribute patient surveys

patients have rated low, and build an

they think the scores are not higher.

In a highly
competitive medical
marketplace
knowing how
you stand with
your patients
and referring
physicians
is an indispensable
part of your
practice-building effort.

part of your practice-building effort.

over the counter. If you use office dis-

accurate profile of your practice’s weak-

Then lead a brainstorming discussion

Getting into the survey habit is

tribution, place a receiving box in your

nesses.

of what you all might do to make your

easy. First you start with a survey

lobby, or offer stamped reply envelopes

form. Then you decide how you want

addressed to your office.

the information to be reported, i.e., by

How many surveys to distribute? A

“Good” responses can be misleading, because it’s the mid-point of the

the low scores and ask your team why

patients feel valued and important.
Then use your next survey to

scale. In this sense it’s a “neither-nor”

measure how well you’ve answered

individual physician or just through

rule of thumb is to figure on a return of

category — these patients couldn’t

patients’ objections and improved your

overall practice summary. For those

about 30 percent for office distribution,

think of anything outstanding that

ability to compete for patient loyalty

who wish to know how patients

and 20 percent for mail.

happened to them at your practice, but

and referrals.

perceive their individual doctor, a

Once you have your scores, they

they weren’t antagonized, either. Many

Now you’ve closed the loop. You’ve

minimum of 30 responses per provider

will be spread across the scale of “excel-

statisticians will ignore the “good” cate-

used customer perceptions to measure

has been deemed acceptable by health

lent” to “poor.” Looking at the per-

gory as not really telling them anything

your practice, you’ve selected the low

plans and large medical groups. For a

centages, you can consider “excellent”

about your strengths or weaknesses.

scores and tried to raise them and

summary report, simply aggregate the

and “very good” responses to indicate

How do you know whether to be

responses of all of the providers. To

patients who are satisfied, loyal and

happy or disappointed about your

achieve a sampling error of ± 4 percent

probably saying good things about

scores? Unfortunately, you can’t — un-

you’ll need to collect 400 surveys. If

you to their family doctor and friends

less you have an external database that

you end up with 200 “completes” the

— you can look to the highest scores

compares your scores with those of

you’ve gone back to your patients to see
how well you’ve done.
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Are you interested in Bay Area Oncology News? We want your input. Here are ways to get involved
and help make this a resourceful, insightful and compelling community publication for you and your colleagues.

Editorial

• Write a “Communications from the Front Line” column. We are seeking doctors, nurses and researchers who can share a unique clinical
experience with our readers. Just write a 600-word article, attach your photo and e-mail it to baon2004@aol.com.
• Pen a “Letter to the Editor” and let your opinion be known. If you are feeling particularly passionate, we also welcome “Opinion” pieces on
issues relevant to the cancer care community.
• Does your organization have an upcoming event? We accept those for our calendar section (just glance to your left for a peek).
• We have a newsy feature “People, places and partnerships” that addresses what’s happening in the oncology field. We are focusing on
Bay Area and West Coast news but if it’s really newsworthy, we’ll consider other items. E-mail information to baon2004@aol.com.
• We are developing an editorial advisory board and seeking Bay Area doctors to help us fine-tune and perfect this product. If you are
interested, please contact Richard Adrouny at baon2004@aol.com.

Advertising

• If you are interested in reaching the top oncologists on the West Coast, please contact Mary Liebowitz at liebowitzm@sbcglobal.net.
• We are planning to launch a classified section in this publication to link doctors, nurses, equipment and other products that are important
to this very exclusive community. If you are interested, please contact Mary Liebowitz at liebowitzm@sbcglobal.net.

